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In the selection of a cylinder is one criteria if you need a through bore to bring the raw material bar or very long 
parts through the cylinder. Then through hole cylinders LDN are the right choice. If no through bore is required, 
with a cylinder PVZ higher forces can be achieved at identical air pressures. 
 
The cylinder LDN-HS is a speed-optimized through bore cylinder for very high speeds. The LDN-A is a through 
bore cylinder with axially adjustable draw tube, which allows the easy operation of draw operated collets in a 
collet seat.  
 
All LDN cylinders are a development of the LDZ series. Our customers e.g. from the optical industry or laser 
machining had the desire to operate the clamping system with oil-free instead of oiled air. Optimizations of the 
rotary distributor have enabled this to be achieved. The LDN cylinders are otherwise identical in external 
dimensions to the previously offered LDZ cylinders. 
 
For choosing the right size the required draw forces together with available space on the machine is decisive.  
 
Below is a table for selection of the appropriate type: 

Products in this catalog: 

Order-No. Through bore Draw tube axially 
adjustable 

High speed  
versions 

See page 

PVZ No No No 4-5 

LDN Yes No No 6-7 

LDN-HS Yes No Yes 8-9 

LDN-A Yes Yes No 10-11 

Sizes 

150 - 250 

150 - 250 

150 

150 

Order-No. Designation Usage Page 
ECS End caps for spindle 

liners 
The ECS end cap is for installing a material bar guide at the 
LDN-cylinder. This end cap replaces the standard end cap if  
required. 

12 

ECR End caps for rotary 
air /coolant distributors 

At usage of rotary distributor RU-10 / RU-20 the standard end cap of 
the LDN-cylinder will be replaced through an end cap for our rotary 
distributors. 

12 

ZRO / ZST Draw tube / Draw 
bars 

Draw tubes resp. draw bars are used to connect clamping  
cylinder and clampind system and are designed and  
manufactured individually. 

12 
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Cylinder selection 

Accessories 

General accessories, e.g. valves for operation or air filter-regulator-lubricator units you will find in our 
accessory catalog. 
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Precision power chucks PPC 
Diaphragm chucks MBS-Z / MBS-DZ 
Mandrels 
Power chucks KHF / PFI 
Collet chucks QCC 
Collets (with type LDN-A)  
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System Highlights 

The operation of the MicroCentric cylinders does 
pneumatical. Compressed air is passed through a 
low-maintenance rotary distributor into chambers of 
the cylinder. 
 
Through pneumatic actuation is a very sensitive 
operation of the clamping system possible and in 
many applications in advantage compared with 
hydraulic actuation.  

Applications: 

Pneumatic operation 

With the type LDN-A we have a cylinder available, at 
which the draft tube can be moved axially. Through 
this, it is possible to realize an automatic operation of 
collets with a collet seat.  

Type with axially adjustable draw tube 

For changing the clamping pressure during 
processing, all sizes are available without safety 
valve. Through this, it is for example possible, to get 
a higher draw tube force acting on the clamping 
system for rough cutting and a reduced draw tube 
force for finish cutting. 
 
All cylinders can be supplied with safety valves, 
which are preventing the release of draw tube force 
at sudden loss of the compressed air supply.  

With or without safety valve available 

Simple mounting 

With a corresponding adapter plate, the MicroCentric 
Cylinder can be mounted easily to any tool machine . 
 
Please send us the dimensions of the machine 
spindle with your inquiry / order for the design of the 
adapter plate.  
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MicroCentric cylinders PVZ are pneumatically 
operated. Air pressure flows through the rotary air 
distributor into chambers of the cylinder. The rotary 
air distributor has a precision guide for smooth 
running. The pneumatic actuation allows very fine 
adjustments of the clamping system giving an 
advantage over hydraulic cylinders.  
 
Our cylinders PVZ-S have a built in check valve 
allowing the cylinder to maintain the clamping force, 
should a sudden air pressure loss occur.  
 
For adjustable clamping pressures all sizes are also 
available without check valves.  
 
As opposed to through bore cylinders LDN, the PVZ 
cylinders have the advantage of higher draw tube 
forces on same air pressure level. 
 
All Cylinders have a small through bore as standard 
to bring coolant through the spindle to the workpiece. 
 
PVZ cylinders can be adapted to any machine 
spindle by using an adapter plate. MicroCentric 
supply on request adapter plates, draw tubes and a 
variety of precision clamping solutions, that can be 
operated with the PVZ cylinders easily.  

Air Cylinder PVZ 

Order-No. Stroke Draw force daN* Pressure bar* Rpm.* Weight kg 
PVZ-150S 20,0 590 6,0 6.000 6,5 
PVZ-150 20,0 590 6,0 6.000 6,5 
PVZ-200S 20,0 1.270 6,0 6.000 8,7 
PVZ-200 20,0 1.270 6,0 6.000 8,7 
PVZ-250S 20,0 2.150 6,0 6.000 12,8 
PVZ-250 20,0 2.150 6,0 6.000 12,8 

Size 
150 
150 
200 
200 
250 
250 

* Maximum 
-S: Cylinder with check valves 

Cylinder 
Air hoses and fittings 
Operating manual 

Standard-Equipment: 

Cylinder sizes 150 to 250 mm  
Through bore for coolant 
20,0 stroke 
Max. speed 6.000 Rpm. 
Draw force up to 2.150 daN 
Variable adjustable draw tube force 
Each part made from high quality material 
Type with check valve available 

Features: 

Specifications: 
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Order-No. A B C D E L 
PVZ-150S 150 31,5 M24x1,5 44 120,0 135,0 
PVZ-150 150 31,5 M24x1,5 44 120,0 135,0 
PVZ-200S 201 31,5 M24x1,5 44 170,0 185,0 
PVZ-200 201 31,5 M24x1,5 44 170,0 185,0 
PVZ-250S 250 31,5 M24x1,5 44 219,0 235,0 
PVZ-250 250 31,5 M24x1,5 44 219,0 235,0 

J 
23,0/3,0 
23,0/3,0 
23,0/3,0 
23,0/3,0 
23,0/3,0 
23,0/3,0 

H 
82 
82 
82 
82 
82 
82 

G 
54,5/74,5 
54,5/74,5 
54,5/74,5 
54,5/74,5 
54,5/74,5 
54,5/74,5 

F 
159,5 
159,5 
159,5 
159,5 
159,5 
159,5 

K 
2,0 
2,0 
2,0 
2,0 
2,0 
2,0 

Dimensions: 

Dimension G and J: Rear end position / Front end position 

A B C D E 

G 

F 

H J 

K 

L 

M6 

Air Cylinder PVZ 

M8x0,75 for  
Air hose LW4 
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* Maximum 

Order-No. Size Through bore Stroke Pressure bar* Draw force daN* Rpm.* Weight kg 
LDN-150 150 34,4 10,0 10,3 730 6.000 5,5 
LDN-200 200 34,4 18,0 10,3 1.299 5.000 10,5 
LDN-250 250 34,4 18,0 10,3 2.313 4.000 14,5 

Cylinder 
Air hoses and fittings 
Operating manual 

Standard-Equipment: 

Cylinder sizes 150 to 250 mm  
Through bore 34,4 mm resp. 42,0 mm  
Depending on size 10,0 resp. 18,0 mm stroke 
Max. spindle speed 6.000 Rpm. 
Draw force up to 2.313 daN 
Variable adjustable draw tube force 
Each part made from high quality material 
Hardened air journal and oilite bearing  
sleeve support by high speed ball bearings 

Features: 

Specifications: 

MicroCentric LDN Air Cylinders feature a high 
performance precision rotary air bearing assembly. 
The air bearing incorporates a hardened steel journal 
and a housing supported by high speed ball 
bearings. This advanced proven design is combined 
with MicroCentric‘s precision manufacturing 
capability to produce a line of air cylinders of 
unmatched performance and reliability. 
 
Air cylinders offer fine adjustment of draw tube force 
to prevent distortion of workpieces during clamping 
as compared to hydraulic actuators.  
 
And MicroCentric LDN Cylinders are virtually 
maintenance free. The only requirements are that 
filtered and dry air (not oiled) is continuously 
supplied to the rotary air bearing during rotation. 
 
By using an adapter plate, LDN cylinders can be 
adapted to all machine spindle and rotary table 
configurations to actuate jaw, collet and diaphragm 
chucks. MicroCentric supplies on request adapter 
plates, draw tubes and a variety of precision 
clamping solutions, that can be operated with the 
LDN Air Cylinders easily.  
 
 

Air Cylinder LDN 
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Order-No. A B C D E F G H I J 
LDN-150 152,4 126,97 88,9 34,4 M34x1,5 40,8 12,7 52,1 M6 139,7 
LDN-200 203,2 165,07 88,9 34,4 M34x1,5 40,8 9,0 80,9 M8 184,2 
LDN-250 254,0 215,87 88,9 34,4 M34x1,5 40,8 9,0 80,9 M8 235,0 

Dimensions: 
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1/8“ NPT for air hose LW4 

H 

E D C B A 

G max. length 

92,1 

F 

1,5 

Mounting holes 
I (6x60°) on  
bolt circle J 

Air Cylinder LDN 

1/8“ NPT for air hose LW4 
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Air Cylinder LDN-HS 

Cylinder 
Air hoses and fittings 
Operating manual 

Standard-Equipment: 

Features: 

Specifications: 

Cylinder size 150 mm  
Through bore 34,4 mm 
10,0 mm stroke 
Max. spindle speed 8.000 Rpm. 
Draw force up to 730 daN 
Cylinder balanced 
Variable adjustable draw tube force 
Each part made from high quality material 
Hardened air journal and oilite bearing  
sleeve support by high speed ball bearings 

Order-No. Size Through bore Stroke Pressure bar* Draw force daN* Rpm.* Weight kg 
LDN-HS-150 150 34,4 10,0 10,3 730 8.000 5,5 

MicroCentric LDN Air Cylinders feature a high 
performance precision rotary air bearing assembly. 
The air bearing incorporates a hardened steel journal 
and a housing supported by high speed ball 
bearings. This advanced proven design is combined 
with MicroCentric‘s precision manufacturing 
capability to produce a line of air cylinders of 
unmatched performance and reliability. 
 
Air cylinders offer fine adjustment of draw tube force 
to prevent distortion of workpieces during clamping 
as compared to hydraulic actuators.  
 
And MicroCentric LDN-HS Cylinders are virtually 
maintenance free. The only requirements are that 
filtered and dry air (not oiled) is continuously 
supplied to the rotary air bearing during rotation. 
 
By using an adapter plate, LDN-HS Cylinders can be 
adapted to all machine spindles and rotary table 
configurations to actuate jaw, collet and diaphragm 
chucks. MicroCentric supplies on request adapter 
plates, draw tubes and a variety of precision 
clamping solutions, that can be operated with the 
LDN-HS Air Cylinders easily.  

* Maximum 
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Air Cylinder LDN-HS 

Dimensions: 

H 

E D C B A 

G max. length 

92,1 

F 

1,5 

Mounting holes 
I (6x60°) on  
bolt circle J 

Order-No. A B C D E F G H I J 
LDN-HS-150 152,4 126,97 88,9 34,4 M34x1,5 40,8 12,7 52,1 M6 139,7 

1/8“ NPT for air hose LW4 

1/8“ NPT for air hose LW4 
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Order-No. Size Through bore Stroke Pressure* bar Draw force* daN Rpm.* Weight kg 
LDN-A-150 150 27,0 10,0 10,3 730 6.000 14,5 

Specifications: 

Cylinder 
Air hoses and fittings 
Operating manual 

Standard-Equipment: 

Features: 

Cylinder size 150 mm  
Through bore 27,0 mm  
10,0 mm stroke 
Max. spindle speed 6.000 Rpm. 
Draw force up to 730 daN 
Variable adjustable draw tube force 
Axially adjustable draw tube 
Each part made from high quality material 
Hardened air journal and oilite bearing  
sleeve support by high speed ball bearings 

MicroCentric's newly developed air cylinder LDN-A 
has a through bore of 27,0 mm for bar working and a 
special screw in mechanism for draw operated 
collets.  
 
They feature a precision air journal assembly, and 
with pneumatics offer a much finer adjustment of 
draw tube force than hydraulic actuators. 
 
The design is based on proven technology of 
MicroCentric products, offering spindle speeds of up 
to 6,000 Rpm. The cylinders feature a precision air 
journal assembly which incorporates a hardened 
steel journal and an air bearing with an oilite sleeve.  
 
The draw tube is axially adjustable, therefore 
minimising changeover time, when different collets or 
clamping systems are in usage.  

* Maximum 
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Air Cylinder LDN-A 
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Dimensions: 

Order-No. A B C D E F G H I 
LDN-A-150 152,4 126,97 88,9 * * * 52,1 M6 139,7 

G 1,5 127,9 

D 

A 

F E 

B 

C 

Mounting holes 
H (6x60°) on  
bolt circle I 

*  The draw tube is an additional part to the air cylinder LDN-A-150 and it must be determined at the inquiry 
resp. order. Please let us know the spindle lenght and the connection thread. 

Air Cylinder LDN-A 

1/8“ NPT for air hose LW4 

1/8“ NPT for air hose LW4 
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End caps for spindle liners are made from steel and are designed to replace 
the standard end cap supplied with LDN Air Cylinders. Spindle liner end caps 
include 3 tapped holes that are used to mount the spindle liner to the air  
cylinder assembly. 

End caps for rotary unions are made from steel and are intended to replace 
the standard end cap supplied with LDN Air Cylinders.  
 
The threaded hole in the center of the rotary union end cap is tapped through 
making it possible to mount a pipe in the ID of the draw tube to deliver  
cooland or air to the workholding fixture. 
 

Order-No. A B C D 
ECR-34 88,9 3/8“-32UNEF 25,4 6,4 
ECR-42 106,7 5/8“-18UNF 31,8 9,5 

A C B 

3 threads D 
on bolt 
circle E 

20 

C 

D 

B 

A 

Order-No. A B D E 
ECS-34 34,3 60,3 M5 50,8 
ECS-42 41,9 68,0 M6 60,3 

C 
88,9 

106,7 
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End caps for rotary air / coolant unions ECR 

End caps for spindle liners ECS for LDN-cylinder 

Draw tube / Draw bar 

Draw tubes ZRO resp. draw bars ZST are used to connect clamping cylinder and clamping system. They are 
designed and manufactured individually due to a variety of possible combinations. Furthermore, the execution 
of the machine spindle (esp. length) has an influence on this connecting element.  
 
Please send us for the design of the draw tube resp. draw bar the dimensions of the machine spindle and if 
necessary the dimensions of your clamping equipment within your inquiry / order. 
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You will find the coolant unions RU-10 and RU-20 as well as the pneumatic accessories (air-filter-regulator 
units, valves, control units) in the accessory catalog.  
 
All dimensions listed in the catalog are in mm.  
 
Technical changes including dimension adjustments are reserved.  

Applications 

Operating of collets with cylinder LDN-150-SZ 

MC-Apapter plate fixing on various usage of a diaphragm chuck and collets 
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Please note: 
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Cylinder with stroke monitoring (Proximity switches) 

Cylinder LDN with check valves 
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Applications 


